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HEAVY ELEMENT DECAY SCHEMES WITH ALPHA--GAMMA AND 
ALPHA-ELECTRON ·cOINCIDENCE COUNTING . ) 

,, Charles Anton Proh,aska 
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT , 
• 

An apparatus for measuring alpha-gamma and alpha-eiectron coinci-

dences has been put in operation. This apparatus is described. 

From data obtained with this apparatus, decay schemes are postu

late~ for Am241, Cm242, Th,230~ Pa23l, tt33 •. Coincid.ence data on Pu239, 

u234~ and Po208, 209,210 are also presentedo 
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HEAVY ELFM;ENT DECAY SCHFMES WITH ALPHA-GAMMA AND 
ALPHA-ELECTRON COINCIDENCE COUNTING 

Charles Anton .Prohaska 
Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

Ie INTRODUCTION 

The use of coincidence counting methods has been an important 

tool in experimental physics for a long time. Originally used in the 

study of cosmic rays, coincidence counters have also been used with great 

!;'luccess in other fields of nuclear physics. 

Briefly, a coincidence counter consists of two (or more).detectors, 

with appropriate circuits such that, theoretically; a count is registered 

only if all the detection devices are activated simultaneously. However, 

it takes a finite time for a detector to be activated, and the detector 

remains activated for a finite' time. Therefor'e, coincidence counters 

·actually register a count whenever all the detection devices are activated 

within a small measurable time, usually denoted by,-. In many instances, 

this time is variable, so that one coincidence counter may be used for 

various types of investigations. 

Coincidence counters may be divided into two important types: 

1. The ~ event activates all the detectors. 

2. Each detector is activated by a separate event, all occurring 

within the time';. 

An important use of the first type is in the study of cosmic rays, while 

the second type is used extensively in studying radioactive decay proces.o. 

ses. Before discussing the apparatus used in these investigations:. a few 

-4-
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general remarks concerning coincidence counters should be made. 

A coincidence co~ter may be designed to count simultaneous events 

in any number of detectors. In most WOf~, however, two detectors are 

all that are necessary. The follovdng discussion will, therefore, be 

lirui ted to coincidences bet1·reen events activating two detectors. 

In generalll ·a coincidence counter is USf;d to distinguish between 

related events and unrelated .events. For instance, it may be desired to 

distinguish particles traveling in one direction from particles travel

ing in another direction . Two (or more) detectors are set up along a 

line in the desired direction. A particle traveling.in this desired dj-

rection, then, if it goes through one.detector, will go through the other . . 
detector, and 11.Lll activate both, registering as a coincidence. Par

ticles traveling in anr other direction could go. through one detector 

or the. other, but not both. Both ·detectors vrould not be activated, 

hence a particle traveling in any other direction would ~ register as 

a coincidence. 

However, if unrelated random events are activating each detector 

separately, a certain number of ~'~chance" coincidences would be registered 

by ·the ;coincidence counter •. This is bec~use the coincidence counter counts 

events occurring Hithin a small, finite time •. There is always·~·finite 
' 

chance, then~ that any"two random events .will occur within this small, 
I 

finite time, and hence register as a coincidence. The frequency of these 
I 

"chance" coincidences may be calculated from statistical considerations. 

In most coincidence counters, ~men a detector is activated, this 

event is·translated into an electrical pulse. These pulses. are what 
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actually go to the coincidence counter. They also usually go to a sealing 

circuit, 1 . .Jhere the number of pulses from. each detector is counted separate-

ly ~· Before proceeding further, let us define ·some terms. Let 

N1 = number of events detected by detector (J.) in unit time 

" n ~ n (2) " tt II " " 
11 duration of electric pulse coming from detector (1) 

T'2 = II " II " " " (2) 

~ .. 
is kno-.m as the "resolving timeit or the circuit. Suppose we make 

a plot of voltage versus -tim.e for the pulses from the two detectors. 

Detector· ( i) 

l 

Detector (2) 
+' I 

fa :~ 
'@ I 

I 

I 
J 

,., 2 __ .... 

·. ::r:: I 
~ . 

~. ~~--------~~------~~--------
<!"-----(~ + ~) .. 

I 1 G 

::rime 
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If a pulse appears from detector (1), no coincidence will be 

recorded as long as no pulse appears from detector (2) during the time 1i· 
Similarly, if a pulse appears from detector (2), no coincidence will be· 

recorded a~ long as no pulse appears from detector.(l) ·w.tthin. the time 1'2 • 
• 

If 9 ho-vrever, a pulse appears from detector (2) within the time 'rl that 

a pulse has appeared from detector \1), or vice versa, a coincidence 

will be recordedo The frequency of these "chance" coincidences is given 

by the relationl,2 

where A is the chance coincidence recorded per unit time• This relation 

. ' . . may be derived from Poisson's Law, and· has been verified experimentally. .. . . 

l>l_hen a coincidence counter is used in the determination of decay 

schemes., as in the present work, it w~uld be ipcluded in type 2, i.e., 

each aetector is activate¢1. ?Y a separate event, both occurring in the time 

1'o The event activating the detector is the eridssion of a nuclear parti

cle or radiatio~. In such work, the observed coincidence rate consists of 

three parts: 

· lo "True Coincidences," Le., two related ·particles, or 

radiations, emitted w:i.thin the time 'T"by the same nucleus •. 

2. "Chance Coincidences," i.e., two unrelated particles, or 

radiation, emitted within the time T by t-vro separate nuclei. 

3. Coincidences of type 1, i.e., the same particle or radiation 

activating both detectors. This type of coincidence is caused primarily 

by cosmic rays and is sometimes called "Cosmic Background. n The chance 

coincidence rate and the cosmic background must be subtracted from the. 
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observed coincidence rate to give the true coincidence rate~ 

The true coincidence rate depends directly upon the sample strength. 

If the amount of sample isdoubled, the·single count rate in both.detec-· 

tors, as well as the coincidence rate, ·will be doubled. 

The chance coincidence rate, on the other hand, depends upon the 

square of the sample strength. Doubling the amount of the sample 

increases the cha.nqe coincidence rate by a factor of four~. 

The cosmic background is essentially constant as long as the 

arrangement and location· of the detectors remain unchanged. 

It can be seen, then, that there will.be some optimum sample 
.. 

strength for use in a coincidence counter. If the sample is teo weak, 

the cosmic background becomes large compared with the true coincidence rate, 

l¥hile if the sample is too strong, the chance coincidence rate becomes 

in unit time, with the emission of two paryic~es, P1 and P2o Let two 

detectors be·arranged close to the source, and suppose detector (1) 

.detects N£1 particles of type Pl, in unit time, and none of type P2• Let 

Q1 be the single counting rate for detector {1) due to other causeso 

Let Ne2 and Q2 be the corresponding quantities for detector (2). 

Let: 

T = time of coimt 

C = cosmic background 

G = true coincidence rate 
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A, N1, N2, T1, 1"';2 are defined as before. 

e1 and e2 are the respective counting efficiencies tor detector (1) 

and detector (2). Counting efficiency here means the traction of the total 

number of particles ot type Pn detected by detector (n), i.e., e is de

tined qy the equation· 

4n 

'P =h [ e dct 
p 

• 
where ep is the efficiency of the detector for particle of type p pro-

ceeding outvmrd from the source in a solid angle dq. in some direction, 
A • 

and the integration is to be c~ied out over ali such elements of the 

solid angle. 

Then 

Nl = _Nel + Ql 

N2 = N~ + Q2 

A= (1i + T2)NlN2 

G = Ne1e2·· 

The total coincidence rate is given by (G + C + A), and -vr.i.ll be subject 

to a statistical error given by 

[T(G + C +A~ l/'2 

. T 

The fractional error, f, in the true coincidence rate G is: 

! 
G 

assuming the error in C and A is st~fici~ntly small. 
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Substitutir~ for G, A, N1 , N~ 

('t"l +'§)(I:~ + Ql)(Ne2 + ~2)] l/2 1 x_. __ 

therefore; 

As N :i.nc:reases, f falls to a lirni ting value of 

I 

Since, in general, C << NE:1e:2 , this limiting va1u~ Hill be approac~ed 

closely if N > !~09 for which the chance coincidence rate equ.als the ·C.:c·ue 

coincidence rate. 

Then~ if Ql << N.el9 and Q2 << Ns2 ~ 1-1e have 

Noel~,~~ (iJ. + ·-r2) (Noel ) (Ho e:2) 

vrhence, 

1 

The important conclusions to be dravm are that, for a given accuracy f, . .. 
the time T of coincidence covntin1>' approaches the l:i.rni ting value 

as N is increased, and that no great advantage is obtained by: increasing N 

to a value greator .than 

i 
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The above argument is based upon the assumption that the error 

in C and A is sufficiently small. Under experimental conditions~ this 

may not be strictly true. In the present investigation~ sample strengths 

were chosen such that 

N < N0 

G >>A 

G >> C 

Under these conditions, the fractional error, f ~ 1-ras greater than 
) 

the l:i.nli ting value7 but the effect of a possible error in C and A was_ 

minimizedo C 1~s usually so small as to b7 negligible. 

In determining the decay schemes of radioactive nuclei, the detec-

tors associated with the coincidence circpit may detect alpha particles, 

beta particles, gamma rays~ conversion electrons, or x-raysa -Coincidences 

between any tvro of these may be investigated.. The present investigation .. 
has been limited to coincidences between alpha particles and gamma rays, 

and·alpha particles and conversion electrons. In t};J.e present work~ as vrell 

as most previous work, the energies of the electrons and gamma rays have 

been determined by means of absorption. Abundances are obtained by 

extrapolating the absorption curves back to zero absorber. 

It was found· by Schonland3l14 that monoenergetic electrons are absorbed 

linearly in aluminum. An aluminum absorption curve, plotted on a linear 

scalell is a straight ·line, curved on each·end9 as shown below .. The straight 

line portion of the curve ma,_y 'be extrapolated- to give a 11range~ in aluminum. 

These &llranges" art; ·quite reproducible 9 and vary crith the electron energy.-

A plot of "range~ versus energy was made using the data of Schonland~ 
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Added Absorber (Al) 

The original absorption .data were obtained 1dth a narrow beam of 
r 

electronso In the present wor.k, the electrons are dispersed through a 

consid&rable solid angle., Under these conditions, the absorption curve 

may not be linearo However 9 in ~he absence of any evidence to the con

trary, it is assumed that the conversion electrons ~dll be absorbed 

linearly, and that their energy can be obtained from their "rangen in 

aluminum., 

Energies obtained by absorption are not too accurate, and 9 ~ the case 

of soft conversion electrons, the error in the energy and the abundance 

might be very largeo The accuracy of the present apparatus is limited 

· by. t.he_ uncertainty- in the energies. and abundances of the galllilla rays and 
\ 

:eleotronso The alph~gamma coincidence qata are more reliable than the 

alpha-electroncoincidence data., 

Until a more precise method of measuring the energy of soft electrons 

is,available, the accuracy of the alpha=electro~ co1ncidonce data is 
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limited o However, with the recent advances in the design of pulse analy

zers5 for gamma rays, as well as alpha particles, much more precise alpha

gamma coincidence work is possible. It should be a simpl'e matter to in

vestigate coincidences between alpha particles and ga.mma rays of a par

ticu+ar energy. Also, coincidences between gamma raY's of one energy and 

gamma rays of another energy may be investigated, to determine whether 

·.the t'tro ganuna rays are in cascade, These problems arE! being considered 

at the present time. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS 

Two t;y'})es of measurements may be made using this apparatus, alph~ 

~lectron coincidences and alpha-gamma coincidences. A photograph of the 

co~plete apparatus is shown in Figure 1. A block schematic diagram of 

the apparatus arranged for measuring alpha-electron coincidences is 

shown in Figure 2, while the arrangement .for measuring alpha-gamma coin

cidences is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that several components 

are common to both arrangements of the apparatus. Each arrangement will 

be discu~sed separ~tely. 

A.. Alpha-Electron Coincidence Counter 

In this arrangement, both the alpha particles. and the electrons 

are coUnted by means of a proportional counter. Each proportional counter 

tube is made ~om brass tubing, one and one-half inches in diameter and 

three inches long; with a one inch circular vdndow located in the side of 

the tube midway between the ends. A disk of tefl9n, with a small hole in 

the center, is fitted in each end of the tube. The collect~ng anode: 9 
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Oo005 inch Kovar wire, is stretched between the two small holes in the 

teflon ends.. The windo1.r is covered with a grid, also made from 0.005 inch 

Kovar wire, in order to define the electric field within the tube. A 

photograph of these tubes is shown in Figure 4. 

The tubes are placed 13/16 inches apart, with the windows facing 

each other. The sample, mounted on a thin tygon film, is placed midway 

between the tH·o tubes. Alpha particles are counted in the tube on the · 

. opposite side of the tygon film from the sample (i.e., the alpha parti-

. cles pass through the film) while the electrons are counted in the tube on 

the same side of the tygon film as the sample. The geometry of thiB 

arrangement is about 13 percent, and is the same on both sides. 

The two tubes, with the sample mounted between them are covered 

with a glass bell jar, and the whole ch~Jnber evacuated to a p~essure of 

5 - 10 millimeters of mercury. Air is admitted until the pressure has 

increased to 30 millimeters, and the chamber then filled with methane to 

a total pressure of 350 millimeters of mercury. It was found that if the 

chamber vre.s evacuated and filled with 350 millimeters of pure methanel' the 

count rate of a sample slowly changed wit~ time, for a period of ten to 

twenty minutes after th!3 high voltage was turned on. This effect wa& 

eliminated by using the mixture of air and methane described above. 

3 50 millimeters of this air-methane mixtur.e has a density of 

approximately 0.5 mg/cm2 at room temperature, and this figure has been 

used in' extrapolating absorption curves to zero absorber. 
\ .. 

The high voltage must be off before the chamber is evacuated, 

otherwise arcing will occur as the pressure is decreasedo Should this 
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occur while a sample is in the chamber, the tygon film upon which the 

sample is mounted will probably break, contaminating the chamber and 

ruining the sample. 

The collection anodes of the proportional counter tubes must be 

kept free from dust or other particl!e~, to reduce the background. A 

speck of dust caught on an anode can, by means of corona effect, cause 

extremely high backgrounds. Since the chamber must be opened to the atmos

phere each .time ·~ absorber is a.dded or changed, it is impossible to pre

vent dust· particles from getting caught on the anode occasionallyo When 

this ,occurs (ioe~, when the background becomes too high) the anode must 

be replaced. 

The negative pulses from the chamber are fed to a preamplifier 

where they are amplified and limited. As can be seen from Figure 5, the 

leads from.each proportional tube to the preamplifier are carefully 

shielded• It was found that without this. shielding, pulses from one 

cha.nn,el were being picked up electrostatically by the-other channel. 

These pulses, appearing on both channels, registered as a ·coincidence. 

This effect was eliminated when the leads were shielded as shown. 

Since no feedback is incorporated in this preamplifier~ the gain 

is strongly dependent upon the age and condition of the 6AC7 tube (see 

circuit diagram, Figure 6). The operating potential of the collection 

anode depends upon the gain, hence it is also dependent upon the condition 

of tJ:lis 6AC7. Plateaus must be run very frequently to insure operatio:p at ; 

the correct potential. Under normal operating conditio~s, the collection 

anode voltage for counting alpha particles is between 2400 and 2500 volts 

and for counting electrons, between 3100 and 3400 volts. 
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When counting alpha particles 9 or electrons from a pure beta 

emitter, no limiting action occurs ih the preamplifiero When counting 

electrons in the presence of alpha particles, the pulses from the alpha 

particles will be linp.tedo: The height of these limited pulses is deter

mined by the voltage on the grid of side 2 of the 6J6 tubeo This voltage 
- . 

can be adjusted by means of the half megohm potentiometer to which the 

grid is connectedo 

For best results, it was found that this grid voltage should be 

such that the maximum pulse height at the output of the preamplifier is 

17.- 18-voltso- This can be done very simple by setting the collection 

anode voltage at about 3o2 kilovolts, ioeo, the proper voltage for count

ing electrons, and observing the pulses from alpha particles in an oscil-

loscopeo These pulses will limit, and their height can be set to 

17 volts by adj~stment of the half megohm potentiom~ter. This adjustment 

must be checked frequentlyo 

In practice, both the operating potential of the collection anode 

and the pulse height adjustment should be checked each time an absorp-

tiob curve is made o 

From the preamplifier,' the pulses are fed to another amplifier 9 

(Fi~e,7),.Where they are further amplified, and then go to the pulse 

shaping circuit (Figure 8)o The output of the shaping circuit is a ve-ry 

sharp pulse9 about Oo7 ~croseconds wide at the base of the pulseo This 

sharp pulse goes to the delay circuit ,(Figure 9) where a del~y varying from 

Oo4 microseconds to 6000 microseconds may be introducedo This delay cir

cuit can be bypassed if no delay is desiredo 
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The pulse now goes to the variable gate circuit (Figure 10) 1vhere 

it is broadened. The pulse out of the gate circuit is square, and its 

width may be varied from 2 microseconds to 2000 microseconds. The out

put of this gate circuit is fed to a scaler, where the number of pulses 

is counted, and also to the mixing circuit. 

The preamplifier, amplifier, delay, and gate circuits each consist 

of two identical, separate channels, one for the pulses from the alpha 

particles, and one for the pulses from the electrons. A separate scaler 

is provided for each channel. Pulses· from the gate of one channel are fed 

to one control grid of a 6L7 mixing tube, and pulses from the gate of the 

other channel are fed to the other control grid. Only when a pulse arrives 

on each grid simultaneously -vrill a pulse occur in the output of ·the 6L7. 

This output of the 6L7 is further amplified, and then fed to a third 

scaler, where the number of coincidences is counted. 

In the channel set to count alpha particles, no electrons are 

counted, but in the channel set to count electrons, the alpha particles 

will also count. These alpha particles must be subtracted from the single 

counting rate. However, no alpha particle is in true coincidence uith 

any other alpha particle, therefore the presence of the pulses from alpha 

particles along vrith the pulses from the electrons will raise the chance 

coincidence rate, but will not affect the number of true alpha-electron 

coincidences. 

The high voltage necessary for the collection anodes is supplied by 

a dual regulated high voltage supply. This supply consists of two chan

nels, each supplying regulated D.C., and each.independently variable from 
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+750 volts to +5000 volts. A single high voltage transformer and recti-

fier-doubler circuit is used, but each channel has a separate filter and 

regulator circuit. The circuit diagram of this high voltage supply is 

shown in Figure 11. 

B. Alpha-Gannna Coincidence Counter 

In the arrangement for determining alpha-gamma coincidences, the 

alpha particles are counted using· a standard 52 percent geometry, window-

less, argon filled chamber.' The gammas ·are counted by means of a scin-

tillation counter. ~--~------

--=--~---~- ~ -=-=~~-~-~------' 

The top of the alpha chamber is made :t:rom
1
C.001 inch aluminum foil! 

The sample, usually mounted on a tygon film, is placed in the alpha 

counter chamber next to this aluminum top. The scintillation counter fits 

just above the top of the alpha counter chamber. A small space is left 

between the top of the alpha counter chamber and the bottom of the. scin-

tillation counter so that absorbers may be introduced in order to determine 

the energy,of the gamma rays being counted. (See Figures 12 and 13). 

The thallium-activated sodium iodide crystal, photomultiplier tube 

and divider network includ~d in the scintillation counter are all placed 

in a light-tight brass cylinder with an aluminum cap on one end.. This 

cap is about 0.015 inches thick (approximately 40 mg/cm2 aluminum) and 

· the gamma rays are counted through the cap. The brass cylinder is wound 

with 1/4 inch copper tubing vrl1ich carries water for cooling the photo-

nn:ll ti plier tube. (See Figure 1.3.) High voltage for the pho~omul tiplier 

tube i.s obtained from one channel of the dual regulated high voltage supply. 
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The geometry of the scintillation counter is about 26 percent, 

while the counting efficiency is approximately 100 percent for 40 - 60 

kilovolt gamma rays. 

Pulses from ~~e photomultiplier tube are fed to a preamplifier lo

cated immediately adjacent to the light tight brass cylinder (Figure 14). 

From the preamplifier, the pulses go to a linear amplifier, UCRL Model III 

(Drawing 2T 4404) uhere they are further amplified, and then to the dis

criminator (Figure 15). 

The discriminator rejects all pulses of less than a certain minimum 

.Pulse height. This minilllum pulse height depends upon the bias voltage 

applied to the anode of the lN/"3 crystal diode. A battery supplies 

45 volts to a 2500 ohm variable resistor in series with a 10,000 ohm 

potentiometer. By means of the variable ~esistor, the voltage across 

the 10,000 ohm potentiometer may be adjusted to 40 volts. The battery 

voltage vr.ill vary Hith age, temperature, etc., but the voltage across the 

potentiometer should always be set to 40 volts. Therefore, the bias on 

the anode of the 1N34 crystal diode, and hence the minimUm pulse height, 

can be varied bet>feen zero and 40 volts. 

From the discriminator~ the pulses travel to the amplifier (Figure 7), 

only one channel being used, and then to the shaping circuit. 

The pulses from the alpha Ohamber are fed to the alpha-counter ampli

fier (Figure 16). This amplifier is simply the preamplifier and discrimin

ator circuit of a standard Higginbotham alpha scaler, \lith some slight 

modifications. 'this type of alpha amplifier introduces an appreciable 

coincidence loss at high.c?unting rates. A coincidence correction was 

.) 
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calculated by the metnod of Kohman.6 The output of this alpha-counter 

amplifier then goes to the shaping circuit. 

From the shaping circuit on, the alpha-gamma coincidence circuit 

is identical with the alpha-electron coincidence circuit. 

III. EXPERJl.1ENTAL 

The alpha-gamma coincidence counter has been in use for about four 

months. Considerable difficulty was experi.enced in getting the ganuna 

scintillation counter to operate properly. The noise level of this counter 

is abnor.mallj high, and, under the present operating conditions, photons 

of about 20 kev or less (h~avy element L-series x-rays) count very :fneffi

ciently. This is probably due to the particular sodium iodide crystal 

used, since the operating conditions are those found to be optimum for 

a 5819 photomultiplier tube used in this tyPe of circ~it.7 · The photo

multiplier tube itself has been tested separately and found to operate 

satisfactorily. 

The alpha-electron coincidence counter has been in operation for about 

eight months. Data obtained -vlith this counter are difficult to interpret. 

The determination of soft electron energies by aluminum absorption is not 

too accurate, and, in most of the samples the large number of Auger elec.

trons present, relative, to the conversion electrons, make it almost impos

sible to draw a stra~ht line absorption curve ~th any degree of accuracy. 

Therefore, in resolving these absorption curves, the best data regarding 

the electron ene~gies involved has been drawn.upon. For some'samples, 

accurate data concerning the electron energies is available from the beta

ray spectrometer, while for others; the energy of the gamma ray, coupled 
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with the binding energy of the converted electron~ may be used to deter-

mine the electron energyo 

Ao Americium24l 

This nuclide~ available in milligram quantities.~ has been studied 

by a number of observers. Seaborg and co-workers8 found~ by abosrption, 

a gamma ray ofJabout 62 kev. The intensity of this gamma was about 

0.,4 pe)~ alpha particleo Martin, 9 using a gamma ray pulse analyzer, 

observes two gamma rays~ one at 59 kev~ intensity about 0~4 per alpha 
I 

particle~ and another at 100 kev, intensity very 10\;r (about 10'~4 per 

alpha particle). Asaro and Perlman~lO using an alpha-ray spectrometer, 

find three alpha groups. The ground state transition occu:rs in only 

about 0.,4 percent abundance. Approximately 86 percent of the alpha par~ 

ticles go to an excited state of neptunium 59 kev above the ground state9 

I 

and 14 percent to an excited state of neptun:bnn 100 kev above the ground 

state. O~Kelley~ll using a beta=ray spectrometer~ observes ,electrons 

corresponding to conversion of a 59 kev gamma ray in the 1 and M shells. 

The ratio of L conversion eiectrons to total alpha particles is Oo28. 

Melander and Sl~tis, 12 studying the beta-decay of u237 ~ have observed two 

excited states of Np237; one state 57 kev above ground, and another 204 kev 

above ground .. 

In the present investigation9 alpha~electron and,alpha-ga.mma coinci

dences are both observed in large abundance. Lead and copper absorption: 

curVes were taken on a sample of Am241 having an alpha disintegration rate 

of 1.2 x 1.05 per minute. Both absorption curves give a gamma energy of 
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58 kev, and an abundance of Oo.32 coincidence per alpha particle. 

The alpha-electron coincidence measurements were made on a sample 

with a disintegration rate of 9.9 x"lo4 per minute. The (aluminum) a~ 
. . . 

sorption curve may be resolved into two components of 37 kev and 5.3 kev • 

• These energies correspond to L and M conversion electrons respectively of 

a 59 kev gammao The ratio of coincidences involving .37 kev elec~rons to 

coincidences involving 5.3 kev electrons is about .3:1. The abundance of 

the/alpha-electron coincidences (sum of coincidences between alpha parti

cles and L and M converoion electrqns) is about 0.49 coincidence per 

alpha particle. 

The alpha-electron and alpha-gamma coincidence data, When taken 

~ogether, give an abundence for the 59 kev transition of 0.81 per alpha 

particle, with the gamma ray about 60 percent convertedo A decay scheme 

for Am241 consistent vdth these data alone might be as follows~ 

59 kev Y 

60% converted 



The data of AsarolO and Martin9 trucen together indicate the presence 

of a highly converted 41 kev ganuna ray., M conversion electrons from this 

gamma ray would have an energy of about 3 5 kev, anc1 would not be resolv

able from the 37 kev electrons from r.· conversion of . the 59 kev gamma. L 

conversion electrons from the 41 kev gannna would have an energy·of about 

20 kev, and would be indistinguishable f:r:om Auger electrons., Hence no 

conclusions regarding this transition may be drawn from these coincidence 

datao. 

Another uncertainty in the data is whether or not the soft electron~ 

are being detected quantitatively., If some are missed, then these data 

would be reconciled with AsaroRs measurements.. The coincidence measure-

ments do show definitely that a large fraction, if not all, of the alpha-

particles are followed by a gamma-ray transition., The decay scheme 

which is in least seriou~ conflict with all known data is the following: 

"'41 kev Y i ---·100 kev Y 

"'100% convflrted 
weak 

59 kev Y 
70% converted 



.. -- ....... 

B;, Curium242 

cm242 is prepared by irradiating Am241 With neutrons and has been 

studied extensivelyo The alpha ray spectrometer10 shows the presence 

of two alpha groups 9 separated by about 43 kevo The gamma ray pulse 
. . r . 

analyzer9 shqws the presence of a 43 kev gamma ray in low abundance (a-
. . ' ll 

.bout 10~4 peralpha :particle)~ ouKelley~ . using the beta-ray spectro-

meter~ has shown the presence of both L and M conversion electrons of a 

43 kev gamma rayo 

The present investigation shows no evidence of any coincidences be-

tween alpha particles and a 43 kev ·gamma which is consistent .with the low 

abundance found for the unconverted gamma ray" Such coincidences, if 

they occur at all9 Jjl'Ust be in very low abundaneeo 
.. 

Alpha-electron coincidences are observed9 and the energies of the 
·. ~ 

electrons are 37o5 kev and 25 kev" These energies correspond to Land M 

. conve~sion el~ctrons of the 43 kev gamma rayo The ratio of alpha-L con-

version electrons coincidences to alpha=M conversion electron coincidences 

is '2o9o The tota::L abundancell cortside:dng coincidences between both L and 

M conversion electrons, is Oo37 coincidence per alpha particleo The data 

correspond to a decay scheme as follows: 

43 kev Y 

-100% converted · 
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C. Thorium2.30 

This nuclide, known as ionium, has been studied extensively in 

France by a number of vmrkers. Rosenblum, et.al..:l3 using an alpha-

ray spectromete~have shown the presence of two alpha groups, in 

about equal abundance, separated by 69 kev. A third group exists 

at about 170 kev from the first group. 

Absorption measurements14,15,16 show the presence of gamma r~s 

of 68 kev and 200 kev. Teillac and co-vmrkerz:;<l7;l? studied the elec-

tron spectra using a l•Tilson camera, and found electrons corresponding to 

the L conversion of the 68 kev gamma ray. Rosenblum and Vala.d.ares, l9 

using a beta-ray spectrometer, found electrons corresponding to the L, 

M, and N conversion of a 67.8 kev gamma ray. 

A sample containing 11 percent Th230 and. 89 percent Th232 was ob

tained from L. M. Slater. The Th230 has a half-life of 8 x lo4 years, 

while the Th232 has a-half-life of 1.4 x lolO years.20 Hence, although 

the sample is composed of 89 percent Th232, essentially all of the 

activity is due to the decay of the Th230. 

Using this sample, two gamma rays are observed to be in coincidence 

with alpha particles, one of 67 kev and one of higher energy. The energy 

of the harder component could not be measured accurately, since sufficient 

absorber could not be inserted between the sample and the counter without 

disturbing the g~ometryo However, the energy of this harder component has 

been determined to·be 2~0 kev by several workers.14,15,16 This va+ue was 

accepted as correct, and the absorption curve resolved assuming a gamma 

ray of this energy.. The abundance of the coincidences between alpha 



particles and the 200 kev gamma ray ~~s 7 x lo=4 per alpha particle* 

while coincidences involving the 67 kev gamma had an abundance of '3o 7 x lo-3 

coincidence per alpha particle, 

Alpha electron coincidences are also observed, only one group ot 

. electrons with, an energy of 51 kev being involved" . The abundance of 

these coincidences is 4,2 x 10~2 coincidence per alpha particleo As in 

other cases all of the electrons may not be counted" Conversion elec= 

trons from the 200 kev gamma ray~ if present., must be in very low 

abundance, 

Combining the results of the alpha~gamma and alpha-:electron coin~ 

cidence measurements~ gives an abundance of 7 x 10=4 per alpha particle 

for the 200 kev transition~ and 4o6 x 10~~ per alpha particle for the 

67 kevctransition.)l With the·:.67:~kev·.garnma ray~,abq1lt-93:percent-·cori= 
. r . ,. ·' ·.7 c.~. - •"-:' '-'~~·.·: -, 

vertedo No conversion electrons from·the 200 kev gamma ray are detected" 

The decay scheme probably looks like this: 

200 kev Y 
unconverted 

67 kev Y 
9.3% converted 

~By the method of Section D, below, it was calculated that 41 percent of the· 
· 200 kev garDma rays \vould be stopped by the crystal us.ed in the scintil+ation 
counter" TI1is figure was used in arriVing at the abundance of 7 x 1~4 co= 
incidences per alph.s. particle o 
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D.. Protactinium.2:31 

Previous work on this nuciide indicates the presence of two main 

alpha groupe, with a difference in energy of about :300 kev.21,22~2:3,24 

The higher energy group is in the greater abundance, about 80...87 percent 

_of the total .. 

A sample of almost pure Pa2:31 was obtained from L.. Mo Slater, about 

8,; percent o£ the total alpha activity attributable to the dec~ of this 

nuclide, While the remainder of the activity is due to decay products of 

Pa23l.. The alpha-gSll'liila. coincidence counter indicates the presence of both 

300 kev and 87 kev gamma rays in coincidence with alpha particles.. The 

87 kev component is probably due to K x-rays~ .rather than a nuclear trans-

ition .. 
~ 

200 kev electrons are also observed in coincidence with alpha 

particleso These would be K conversion electrons from the 300 kev 

gamma rayso Some evidence exists for the presence o£ 60 kev electrons 

in coincidence, arising from the conversion of the K x.;.r&Ys in the L shell .. 

The abundance of the coincidences is as follows&· 

Electron ,Energy 
(kev) · · 

200 

60 

Table I 

Gamma Energy 
(kev) 

Abundance: 
(Coincidence per alpha) 

0 .. 23 

0 .. 019 

o.o66 
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This giv:es a total abundance for th~ .300 kev transition of o.ao per alpha, 

with the gamma ray 22 percent converted. The K x-rays, arising from the 

K conversion of the .300 kev gamma ray, are 60 percent converted in the L 

shell. 

The abtmdance of the lower energy alpha group, calculated from these 

coincidence .data, is somewhat higher than reported previously., Ho\fever, 

17 percent of the total alpha activity is due to the decay of nuclides 

other than Pa2.31., Some of these may have alpha particles in coincidence 

with ga.mma: rays or conversion electrons with the same energies as those 

from the decay of Pa2.31
4 If this is the case, then the abundance of the 

1 . . 2.31 ed d ta' ower energy alpha group from Pa , calculat from these a , would 

be too high., Also; in the 200 kev - 300 kev range, the absorption coeffic-

ient of sodium iodide is not known accurate~y. Mass absorption coefficients 

are listed for sodium and iodine for a number of x-ray energies up to 

70 kev, 25 and ~alues for the absorption coefficient of sodium iodide may 

be calculate~o Theoretical values for ,the absorption coefficient of 

sodi~ iodide for energies between 1 me~ ~d ·~o mev have also been re

ported,26 but there seems to be no data availa~e in the range 

0 .. 1 mev - 1 mev: Values of the absorption coefficient of sodium iodide 

for gamma energies up to 70 kev, and above 1 mev, obtained from the above 

sources, 1tlez"e plotted, .and a smooth curve dravm connecting all the points. 

Intermediate values,of the absorption coefficient may then be obtained from . 
this curve. Using values ®btained in :tl1is manner, it was calculated that 

"23 percent of the 300 kev gamma rays and 95 percent of the S7 kev K x-rays 

would be stopped by the one-eighth inch thick sodium.iodide crystal used 
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in the cou.ntero- It can be seen, hovrever, from the method used to obtain 

these value.s, that they may be somevrhat in error. Therefore, agreement 

'With previous work is considered to be satisfactorye The de~ay scheme 

postulated from these data is given below: 

et,70% 

'300 kev Y 

22% converted 

E.. Plutonium239 

Pu239 has a complex decay scheme, and is being investigated by a 

number of workers. Preliminary results from the alpha-ray spectrome

ter10,27 indicate two main alpha groups, separated by 48 - 50 kev, 'i.dth 

several other possible groups in lower abundanc.~. The gamma ray pulse 
... . 

analyzer9 detects a gamma ray of about 60 kev. 

The coincidence counter shovrs the presence of alpha-gamma coinci-

- dences, but copper and lead absorption curves give somewhat different 

values for the energy of the gamma (64 kev by lead absorption and 73 kev 

by copper absorption)o The intensity of these alpha-gamma coincidences 

is 4 x lo-~· coincidence per alpha particle. 

Alpha-electron coincid~nce also occur, but only very soft electrons 

are involved. Conversion electrons from a 65 kev gamma ray would have an 



energy __ of at least 40 kev and there is no evidence of any coincidences 

between aipha particles and 40 kev electronso It must be assumedj then~ 

that the gamma ray has a very small conversioljl coefficient. ['her~_,..e.is 

insufficient data to postulate a decay scheme for this nuclide. 

F. Uranium233 ' 

The decay scheme of this nuclide is still somewhat uncertain. It 

is known to be complex, but a precise determination of the energies of 

the gamma rays associated with the decay of u233 has yet to be m~den 

The specific activity of u~33 is too low to permit it to be analyzed 
..... 

with the beta-ray spectrometer.28 By absorption method~? Studier29 

has observed gamma rays with energies of 310 kev~ 80 kev, and 40 kev 

with the SO kev and 40 kev gamma. rays largely converted .. 

The coincidence counter shows alpha particles in coincidence with 

ganuna rays and conversion electrons of· several energies • A SUI!1Illary of 

the results is giver. in Table II. In calculating the abundance of 

Electron Eriergy 
(kev) 

260 

68 

36 

Table II 

Gamma Ray Energy A'bundance 
(kev) (Coincidence per alpha) 

360 

88 

39 

-- -...._.r 

lo9 X lb-3 

1.5 xlo-3 

2.0 x lo-3 

2.8 x lo-3 · 

6.9 X lQ-3 

6.2 X lQ-2 

;· 
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coincidences between alpha particles and the higher energy gamma rays, 

' 
17 percent of the 360 kev gamma rays and 95 Fercent of the 88 kev gamma 

rays were considered to be absorbed in the sodium iodide crystal.* The 

abundance of the 360 k~v transition is 4.7 x lo-3 coincidence per alpha, 

and the gamma ray is 60 percent· converted in the K shell~ This gives 

rise to K x-rays of thorium, which would be indistinguishable from the 

88 kev gamma ray qbserved. 

The abundance of the 88 kev transition is 8.4 x lo-3 coincidence 

per alpha, but of this figure, 2.8 x lo-3 ·coincidence per alpha must 

be due to K x-rays, hence the abundance of this transition is 

5.6 x lo~3 coincidence per alphe. 1 with the gamma ray about 82 percent 

converteg.. 

The true abundance of the 39 kev transition is not known. The 

36 kev electrons are probably M conversion electrons from this gamma ray. 

The L conversion electrons would have an energy of about 20 kev, and these 

are indistinguishable from Auger electrons. A reasonable figure for the 

ratio of L conversion to M conversion _might be 4:1. Assuming this ratio, the 

. abundance of the 39 kev transition may be calculated as 0~31· coincidence 

per alpha, with the gamma ray 99+ percent converted. The decay scheme, 

consistent with these data, is given below. For convenience, all the 

gamma rays are sho•m in cascade. However, there is no evidence that this 

is so. 

*See section D above for the method of obtainj.ng these figures. 
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a,0.5% 

a,68% 

G. ·uranium234 

J90 kev Y 
6o% converted 

88 kev Y 
82% converted 

39 kev Y 
99+%·converted 

There are few previous data available on this nuclide. Large 

numbers of L x-rays have b~en reported,3° suggesting a highly converted 

gamma ray, with an abundance of about 0.25 per alpha.. Preliminary work 

on the gamma ray pulse analyzer shows the presence of two gamma rays, with 

energies of about 50 kev and 100 kev.9 

The coiilcidence counter shows alpha...;electron coincidences in much 

greater abundance than alpha-gamma coincidences. A 65 kev gamma ray is 

in coincidence with alpha parti?les, the abundance being 1 x lo-3 per 

alpha particle. ~ gamma with an energy of about 115 kev may be present 

in low abundance, since it would have the same half thickness in leado 

It was not possible to carry the copper absorption curve far enough to 

distinguish a 115 kev gamma ray, if it were present. 
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Alpha-electron coincidences are reasonably abundant, but it is 

difficult to establish the energy of the electrons. The best value, 

from the altimintim absorption data, is about 40.kev. This energy is some-
• 

what low, if the electrons are L conversion electrons of a 65 kev.,gamma 

ray.,.. The abundance of these electrons is 0.17 per alpha particle. 
'i 

More data are ne~essary on this nuclide before a decay scheme can 

be postulated. 

H. Polonium208,209,210 

A sample :of Po210, and a sample containing a mixture ~f Po208,209,210 

were obtained from w. Heimann. The coincidence counter shows no evidence 

of alpha-gamm~ or alpha-electron coinc~dences in either sample. This is 

to be ·expected from what is known of Po208 and Po210, while Po209 was 

present in very low abundance. 

I. Summary of Internal Conversion Coefficients 

It might be of interest to collect the values of the internal 

conversion coefficients calculated from these coincidence data, and com-

pare them wi~h the theoretical valueso An'extensive table has been pre

pared by Rose and his co-wrkers31,32 containing K shell internal con-

version coefficients for electric and magnetic multipole radiation up to 

poles of order 25. MOre·recent+l, values for internal conversion in the 

11 shell for electric dipole, electric quadrupole, and magnetic dipole 

have been published.33 
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In Table III are listed the inter~al conversion coefficients observed 

in the present work, as_well asthose calculated from theoretical consider

ations. The.units of these internal conversion coefficients are electrons 

per gamma ray, rather than electrons· per transitiono . 

It might be noted that .in the case of Pa231 and u233 there is a 

discrepancy bejiween the number of K conversion electrons seen and· the 

number of K x-rays seen. The number of K x-rays should be o~y sli_ghtly 
. ' 

less than the number of K conversion electrons, since the Auger coefficient 

is about 10 percent for x-rays of this energy. This'discrepan~ can be 

explained if the number of K conversion electrons seen is too high, and 

the number of K x-rays seen is too low. The probable error in both 

these abundances is large. 



~-··-----~ 

.. 
Electric Magnetic;:_ Shell 
-. ~ -. 

Order 21_ 22 23 24 -? 21 22 23 24 25 

Nuclide Energy Observed Tbeoretioa.l Values 
(kev) value~ 

Am24l 59" 1~5 0!17 4.2 ~25 L 

ezrf-42,. 43 4000 o.zt~ 12 54 L 
(est) 

. ~ 

'lh230 67 11 0.12 1.5 11 L - ,·-· 

Pa231 300 0.35 0!931 0.078 0.20 0.51 1.2 1.3 2.8 6.2 13 29 K 

1U239 65 very 0.14 2.t:s ~lB L 
~1 

~ 
u233 360 1~5 o.,o22 _ o.os8 0~15 . 0.37 0.86 0.87 1.8 3.7 7.8 16 K 'f 

.... --

88 large 0.066 0.61 6.3 L -.. 

39 120 0.32 11 48 L 
(est) 

u234 60 200 0.17 .. 2.9 ~ 19 L 
(est) 

...... 

Internal Conve;rsion Coefficients 

Table III 
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Figo 1 

Photograph of the Complete Apparatus 
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Alpha-Electron Coincidence Counter - Block Schematic 
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Fig. 4 
Photograph of Proportional Counter Tubes with Shielding 
Removed from One Channel. Bell Jar Removed. 

* 
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Fig. 5 

Photograph of Proportional Counter Chamber 
?ho1~ng all Shielding in Place. Bell Jar 
J.D. Place. 
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Amplifier Circuit 
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Diagram showing arrangement of alpha - chamber, 
crystal; - photomultiplier tube 

A. Brass Cylinder 
·B. Crystal 
C. Space for Absorbers 

, D. Clamp to Hold Sample.in Place 
E. 0.001 inch Aluminum ~Jindow 
F. Aluminum Cap 
G. 5819 Photomultiplier Tube 
H. Alpha Chamber 

c 

D 

I. 
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Fig. 13 

Photograph of the Alpha-Gamma Coincidence Counter, 
showing the Alpha Chamber, and the Brass Cylinder 
Containil).g tpe C;orstal and Photomultiplier Tube, 
and the Preamplifier. 
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Alpha Counter Amplifier Circuit 
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